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Course
Description
This session explores the data analytics, system
capabilities, cost drivers and best practices for evaluating
and sizing energy storage systems for demand
management applications using real-world building load
profile data. Peak demand management is a principle
concern for commercial and industrial building owners
and operators. Payback analyses for energy storage are
more complex than calculating savings for onsite energy
generation because they require a larger set of data
points based on utility peak demand charges and a
building’s energy consumption profile.

Learning
Objectives
At the end of the this course, participants will be able to:

1. Understand what metrics are used by utilities to calculate peak demand charges.
2. Understand what makes a building’s load profile a likely candidate for peak
demand management.
3. Learn about the process used to analyze building energy/power loads to properly
size energy storage system and time of deployment for a specific commercial &
industrial consumer.
4. Understand some of the cost drivers affecting capital expenditures (CAPEX) and
operating expenses (OPEX) for energy storage systems used for peak demand
management.

Demand Charges
101
A commercial or industrial electricity customer’s bill is typically comprised of
two parts: energy charges (measured in kWh) and demand charges
(measured in kW). Energy charges are based on total consumption, while
demand charges are calculated by a customer’s peak power consumption,
typically calculated over a 15 minute interval during the billing cycle.
Demand charges can account for up to half of a C&I electricity customer’s
bill!

Why you should be concerned
about demand charges
Since 2008, demand charges have steadily increased, where as energy
charges have stayed flat or decreased. For potential PV customers, this
means that less of their bill is addressable by a PV system and, therefore,
the economics of PV have become slightly worse.

How demand charge
management (DCM) works

Equipment required to perform
demand charge management
Batteries store the energy – either
from the grid or from solar PV – that is
used to offset customers’ peak
consumption.
Intelligent software is
critical to the automation
of these systems which
must operate with the 99
accuracy to hit revenue
targets.

A power converter delivers AC-power to the
load; the size of the power converter is the
limiter of how much instantaneous load can
be reduced.

Identifying facilities that are
viable demand charge
management candidates
If building demand charges total more than $20/kW, it is worth assessing
interval data.
Interval data will show whether or not the load is “peaky” enough for a battery
to cost-effectively manage demand charges.

Tool for analyzing customer
interval data
Online tools like Geli ESyst enable users to quickly analyze customer interval
data and determine what size energy storage system saves the customer the
most money.
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Detailed analysis and recommendation of energy storage
system configurations tailored to a specific customer site

You can sign up for a free Geli ESyst beta account at esyst.io

How Geli ESyst works
Geli ESyst is an online tool that enables users to quickly analyze customer
interval data and determine the what size energy storage system saves the
customer the most money.
Host Site Analysis

System Simulations

Analysis Reports

System selection in Geli ESyst
Select your ideal system based on total savings, payback, NPV, and IRR

System savings analysis in Geli ESyst
Review project savings

Analysis will recommend the
appropriately sized energy
storage system
Geli ESyst beta provides system hardware recommendations, including some
that include IdealPower, such as Gexpro PowerIQ30 and Gexpro PowerIQ125

• 16 kits from 30kW/45kWh to
500kW/1080kWh
• Gexpro 10 year warranty
• Batteries provided by LG Chem
• Power conversion provided by
IdealPower
• Automation software provided by
Geli (this is critical, as analysis is
used to inform operations at the
customer site!)
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